About Us (Andrew Wilcock ISO Consultants).
We started Andrew Wilcock ISO Consultants because we felt that there was a lack of assistance locally to
help businesses achieve the required management standards. These standards are required more and
more as companies reduce the number of suppliers in their supply chain, and look to those businesses
who are accredited.
At AWISOCONSULTANTS our focus is to support you throughout the process of implementing a
management system. We understand the problems that are faced along the way which is why we aim
to provide the help you need.
Our consultants are extremely experienced in their respective fields whether that is Quality (ISO 9001),
Environmental (ISO 14001) or Information Security (ISO 27001) so you can be assured that you will
receive the best service in the area.
History
When Andrew Wilcock set-up AWISOCONSULTANTS he already had over 15 years experience as a
Director of a specialist design company where he was involved in every aspect of the business from
strategy to marketing.
Whilst there that company went through the process of obtaining ISO accreditation. Seeing the
problems that arose inspired Andrew to research how the process could be improved. He and a
colleague Gareth McBride-Roberts attended and passed the ISO 9001 Lead Auditor Course with the aim
of helping others to achieve accreditation easier.
Gareth McBride-Roberts is a university graduate, whom has wide-ranging knowledge in setting up
processes and procedures for wishing to obtain ISO accreditation; he has extensive knowledge in many
different computer packages and software programs and is a great addition to the team.
Our philosophy is that great service matters to customers. You will always find that we can be
contacted by phone, email, text or mobile phone and will respond to any queries as soon as we can. We
want you to be happy and will not be completely satisfied until you have achieved the standard.

